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Learning and Caring Together,
“…they will flourish in the courts of our God.” (Psalm 92:13)
1ST March 2021
COVID-19 FULL RE-OPENING: March 8th 2021
DFE GUIDANCE: WHAT PARENTS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EARLY YEARS PROVIDERS, SCHOOLS &
COLLEGES DURING COVID-19
Dear Parents/Carers,
The staff and I are really looking forward to welcoming the children back to school next week!
We have been wowed by the appreciation and gratitude we have received regarding our in
school provision and our remote teaching and learning too. May I take this opportunity to thank
you as well? You have been patient and persevered in challenging circumstances and your
commitment to ensuring that your children have continued their education during the national
lockdown is clearly evident.
I am writing to you today to share information in preparation for our full reopening. We have
reviewed and updated our hierarchy of measures and risk assessments. You will notice some ‘fine
tuning’ but many of the routines and procedures will be familiar as they mirror those in place on
our full return in September 2020.
On March 8th, St Edward’s, Cheddleton and Brambles will open to all (with the exception of clinically
extremely vulnerable) children. As you know, we are accredited for our approach to teaching and
valuing the importance of Mental Health and Wellbeing for all. We acknowledge that children may be
experiencing a variety of emotions in response to coronavirus (COVID-19) restrictions and lockdown
such as anxiety, stress or low mood. It is important to contextualise these feelings as normal responses
to an abnormal situation. We know that some may need support to re-adjust to school once again;
others may have enjoyed being at home and be reluctant to return; a few may be showing signs of more
severe anxiety or depression. Others will not be experiencing any challenges and will be keen and ready
to return to school. We will provide more focused pastoral support and will draw on external support
where necessary and possible.
The children will be in their usual classes whenever possible and they will remain in designated
key stage areas of the school. The number of staff interactions will be limited, as far as practically
possible. Staff will usually work within class and Key Stage bubbles but some movement will be
necessary so that school routines and legal requirements can be accommodated e.g. Planning,
Preparation and Assessment time (PPA), staff absence cover, medical and welfare support etc. I
must emphasise that this is in line with guidance to ensure that the government directive, to
deliver a full curriculum, is adhered to.
Attendance
The Department for Education have emphasised that school attendance is mandatory from
Monday 8th March 2021 and that usual rules and duties around school attendance are
implemented. We are directed to re-establish engagement and good attendance and if there are

any issues we will, of course, reassure you and support the children with any concerns you/they
may have.
School Uniform
DfE guidance clarifies that uniforms do not need to be cleaned any more often than usual, nor does it
need to be cleaned using methods which are different from normal. They affirm that uniform plays a
valuable role in contributing to the ethos of a school and setting an appropriate tone. Children will be
expected to wear their school uniform from 8th March 2021 but, as part of our wellbeing agenda, we
have agreed once more that children may wear their rainbow ties and/or badges and rainbow/coloured
accessories until further notice. Due to standards required for increased ventilation, children may also
continue to wear a plain, black, grey or burgundy fleece if needed. Please note that this should be in
addition to, and not instead of, their school jumper or cardigan.
Arrival and Dismissal
From Monday 8th March 2021, we will revert to the longer arrival time and staggered dismissal
time (as below) and our one-way system/path will continue with children saying goodbye to
parents and carers at the playground gates. Staff will be positioned to welcome the children who
will enter their classrooms via their individual class entrances from the perimeter path. May I
emphasise again that only one adult is permitted to drop off and collect children from school
with the exception of Before and After School care providers.
If children are anxious and/or upset
Most children and parents tell us that the children are excited and can’t wait to be back in school
to see their friends. However, there may well be some anxiety and upset and we are prepared
and trained to deal with situations that arise. Please leave your children with us promptly at the
gate to avoid queuing and gathering. If you are unable to leave your child promptly, please
continue around the path and re-enter the school grounds once the arrival has finished for other
children. I must also emphasise that all children must remain with their parents/carers and
must not run ahead or overtake on the path as this is identified as an area that could be
improved to reduce the risk of potential transmission.
Arrival Time
Monday-Friday
All children to arrive
between 8.45am and
9.15am

Dismissal
Monday-Friday
3.00pm-3.10pm
3.10pm-3.20pm

3.20pm-3.30pm

Year Groups
Butterflies – Mrs Best (Early Years)
Bees – Mss Bills (Early years)
Squirrels – Mr Carter (Key Stage 1)
Frogs – Mr Bode (Key Stage 1)
Robins – Miss Gratton (Key Stage 1)
Bats – Miss Upton (Key Stage 2)
Spiders – Mrs Clifford (Key Stage 2)
Foxes – Mrs Johnson (Key Stage 2)

‘Handover’ Point

EYFS playground gate

Key Stage 1 Playground gate

Year Groups
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Siblings
Parents/carers with siblings in more than one key stage to collect all children from their designated exits
at 3.20pm.
Late Collection
We appreciate that in certain circumstances, and on rare occasions, lateness is unavoidable. However, I
am sending a polite reminder about punctuality. To minimise mixing on yards at dismissal time,
children will return to their classes promptly at the end of their designated dismissal time and
parents/carers will need to wait, off the premises, until all other classes have been dismissed and collect
their child/ren at 3.30pm. Our attendance monitoring and reporting includes punctuality at the end of
the day too.
School Dinners
Fresh Start will provide a hot and cold menu. These should be booked following usual routines (see
School Story Monday 1st March). The deadline has been extended to give you more time to order and is
now Thursday 4th March at 12pm. For any queries regarding your child’s school dinners, please contact
FreshStart on 01869226675 or phone Jodie in the school kitchen on 01538 714 840 option 3.
All lunches will continue to be eaten in the classrooms until further notice. Children may bring a
healthy packed lunch as an alternative to school dinners. May I remind you that Mr Carter shared
his revised policy with you on School Story on ClassDojo on 21st January 2021. Please adhere to
this policy and talk to your children about changes made and the contents of their lunchbox. We
thank you in advance for supporting our work towards improving physical and mental health &
wellbeing at St Edward’s.
Healthy Snacks
Children in reception, Year 1 and Year 2 are eligible for free school fruit and all children may bring
a healthy snack (refer to Mr Carter’s guide). Cereal bars or ‘fruit’ strips are not a healthy snack.
Please note that your child will not be permitted to eat a snack that does not fulfil our criteria
and these will be returned home.
School Office and Communication
The school office will not be open during arrival and dismissal and should be avoided, as much as
possible, at other times too. Face to face meetings will only take place in exceptional circumstances and
by appointment only. We encourage you to message your child’s class teacher via Class Dojo and you
may contact Mrs Leese by email d.leese@stedwardscheddleton.co.uk or 01538 714843 for anything
regarding your child’s welfare too. If you leave a message, she will call you back as appropriate.
For administration queries and questions, please email or telephone the school office between 9.45am
and 2.45pm. If you leave a message, office staff will get back to you at their earliest convenience.
Curriculum





We have updated our Recovery Curriculum and wellbeing is intrinsically woven throughout. Week 1
will involve learning experiences that are geared towards re-establishing friendships/relationships. It
is also Science Week, Mindful Minis and active learning and fitness will be a priority.
All subjects will be covered for the rest of the academic year, but we have applied flexibilities to
create time to cover missed learning and core knowledge with an emphasis on phonics, reading,
writing, maths, physical and mental wellbeing.
Planning will be refined in response to ongoing, formative teacher assessments.
We will continue to provide remote education and support home learning when children are well
but self-isolating due to school bubble closures and/or individual family circumstances, so that all
children receive the support they need to master the curriculum and to make good progress.

Statutory Assessments
Statutory Assessments will not be taking place this academic year. Our internal teacher assessment
routines will continue and be used to inform teaching and next steps for children’s learning.
Behaviour
Our policy has been continually updated throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and in line with published
guidance. Our Behaviour Addendum has been updated and can be found in the policies section of the
academy website. This sets out the consequences for poor behaviour and deliberately breaking the rules
and how we will enforce compliance, including any sanctions. Updates include the need to follow rules
on restricted movement within school and hygiene procedures and routines. We have also built new
expectations into our rewards system.
I apologise for the length of my letter, but am sure that you will agree that all information
communicated is necessary to keep us all as safe and well as possible. I have outlined our systems of
controls, in response to government guidance, to provide reassurance that we are doing all we can to
support the continued education and care of our/your children throughout the continuing pandemic.
As a gentle reminder before I sign off, please remember to send your child’s full PE kit and a pair
of wellies into school on Monday. These should be kept in school at all times and will be sent
home for laundering/changing as needed.
I thank you all for your continued support as we work in partnership to adapt and change in
response to the national and local climate.
Best wishes,

Mrs S. Machin
Principal

Here is an outline of St Edward’s CE Academy, Cheddleton systems of controls in response to
the latest government guidance:
Prevention:
1 We will minimise contact with individuals who are required to self-isolate
Anyone told to isolate by NHS Test and Trace or by their public health protection
team has a legal obligation to self-isolate, but you may leave home to avoid injury or
illness or to escape risk of harm. More information can be found on NHS Test and
Trace.
 We will: not allow children, staff and other adults into the academy if they have one or more
coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms, and/or we are aware that a member of their household
(including someone in their support bubble or childcare bubble) has coronavirus (COVID-19)
symptoms.
 We will: not allow children, staff and other adults into the academy if we are aware they are
required to quarantine having recently visited countries outside the Common Travel Area or they
have had a positive test.
 Children, staff and visitors will be advised that they must immediately cease to attend and not
attend for at least 10 days from the day after the start of their symptoms or the test date if they
did not have any symptoms but have had a positive test (whether this was a Lateral Flow Device
(LFD) or Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) test.
 If anyone in our academy develops a new and continuous cough or a high temperature, or has a
loss of, or change in, their normal sense of taste or smell (anosmia) we will: send them home to
begin isolation - the isolation period includes the day the symptoms started and the next 10 full
days; advise them to follow the guidance for households with possible or confirmed coronavirus
(COVID-19) infection; advise them to arrange to have a test as soon as possible to see if they have
coronavirus (COVID-19); advise that other members of their household (including any siblings and
members of their support or childcare bubble if they have one) should self-isolate.
 We will: isolate symptomatic children in school behind a closed door with appropriate adult
supervision; open a window for fresh air ventilation; wear appropriate PPE and follow hygiene
procedures in line with guidance; clean down affected areas in line with guidance once the child
has gone home.

2 Face coverings will be used in recommended circumstances



Children in our academy do not need to wear a face covering.
Staff and visitors will wear a face covering where social distancing between adults is not
possible. They will remove, store and dispose of them in line with guidance.

3 Cleaning hands thoroughly and more often than usual will be implemented and monitored





Staff will teach and support children to understand hygiene rules in a way that is suitable for
them.
Children will sanitise their hands immediately on arrival at school, when changing rooms and
will wash their hands before eating and after sneezing or coughing.
Throughout the day children and adults will have regular hand washing routines, reminders to
wash hands with soap and water for 20 seconds and dry thoroughly.
Visitor notices on display include hygiene expectations. These are explained prior to entry to
our academy.

4 We will promote the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach for good respiratory hygiene






Children will be encouraged not to touch their mouth, eyes and nose.
Children will be encouraged to use a tissue or elbow to cough or sneeze into.
Lidded, pedal bins are available in every classroom, and throughout the wider
environment for tissue waste.
Staff will monitor and reinforce expectations.
Posters and signage will reinforce expectations.

5 Our cleaning routines will be enhanced



•

The school will be ‘deep cleaned’ each term and more regularly if outbreaks occur.
Frequently touched surfaces (including toilets) will be cleaned throughout the day.
The children will use designated toilets for their key stage.
Shared rooms will be cleaned between use.

6 We will minimise contact across the site and maintain social distancing wherever possible


The children will be in their usual classes whenever possible and they will remain in
designated key stage areas of the school.
 We will encourage children to distance from each other and staff but this is subject to:
children’s age/ability to distance; the layout of the academy building/rooms; the
feasibility of keeping distinct groups separate while offering a broad curriculum
 The number of staff interactions will be limited, as far as practically possible.
 Staff will usually work within class and Key Stage bubbles but some movement will be
necessary so that school routines and legal requirements can be accommodated e.g.
Planning, Preparation and Assessment time (PPA), staff absence cover, medical and
welfare support etc. I must emphasise that this is in line with guidance to ensure that the
government directive, to deliver a full curriculum, is adhered to.
 Corridors and passing on paths is kept to a minimum.
 We will avoid physical large gatherings, such as assemblies and collective worship, with
more than one group and will use alternatives instead e.g. meeting via Teams.
 We have a longer arrival time and staggered dismissal time and our one-way, non-stop
system/path will continue with children saying goodbye to parents and carers at the
playground gates. We encourage you walk, cycle or scoot to and from school wherever it
is possible and safe to do so.
 Where pupils and staff need to use public transport, we advise that you should follow the
safer travel guidance for passengers.
 We will support children with SEND (whether with EHC plans or on SEN support) and/or
medical needs with specific help and preparation for the changes to routines. Specialists,
therapists, clinicians will provide support as usual and comply with guidance.
 For individual and very frequently used equipment, such as pencils and pens, staff and
children will use individual resources.
 Indoor and outdoor resources will be cleaned regularly.
 Classroom based resources, such as books and games, will be used and shared within
bubbles.
• Resources that are shared between classes or bubbles, such as sports, arts, and science
equipment will be either cleaned before it is moved between bubbles or be left unused for a
period of 48 hours (72 hours for plastics).
• Resources brought into school each day will be limited to essentials: lunch boxes, hats and
coats, reading book. We ask that these are wiped/cleaned daily at home and we will
sanitise reading books as they are changed in school too.

•

•
•
•

Reading diaries will not be permitted. We will continue to write notes on your child’s Class
Dojo portfolio and ask that you also use this electronic portal to share reading completed
at home.
Full PE kits and wellies will remain in school and sent home as needed for
laundering/cleaning.
Children’s individual school water bottles will be cleaned and sterilised daily.
Children will refill their own water bottles whenever possible. When adults refill, their
hands will be sanitised before and after filling each bottle.

7 We will keep occupied spaces well ventilated
 Indoor work spaces will be well ventilated using natural ventilation (opening windows).
 Where possible and safe to do so (bearing in mind fire safety and safeguarding) doors will
be propped open to limit use of door handles and aid ventilation.
 We have adapted out uniform policy to include the wearing of fleeces as needed.
8 We will ensure individuals wear the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) where
necessary
 Academy staff and visitors will wear face coverings as outlined above.


If a pupil becomes ill with coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms, (if a
2 metre distance cannot be maintained).

9 We will promote and engage in asymptomatic testing, where appropriate
Primary schools, school-based nurseries and maintained nursery schools
 All school staff are now eligible for regular lateral flow testing and can take two rapid coronavirus
(COVID-19) tests each week at home to identify positive cases more quickly and break the chains
of transmission.
Response to Infection:
10 We will promote and engage with the NHS Test and Trace Process
 Staff members, parents and carers will need to:
 book a test if they or their child has symptoms - the main symptoms are:
 a high temperature or a new continuous cough or a loss or change to your sense of smell or
taste
 self-isolate immediately and not come to school if:
 they develop symptoms or they have been in close contact with someone who tests positive
for coronavirus (COVID-19)
 anyone in their household or support or childcare bubble develops symptoms of coronavirus
(COVID-19)
 they are required to do so having recently travelled from certain other countries
 they have been advised to isolate by NHS test and trace or the PHE local health protection
team, which is a legal obligation
 provide details of anyone they have been in close contact with, if they test positive for
coronavirus (COVID-19) or if asked by NHS Test and Trace
11 We will manage confirmed cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) amongst the school community



We will take swift action when we become aware that someone who has attended has tested
positive for coronavirus (COVID-19) having developed symptoms and taken a PCR test outside
of school.
We will seek support on the action we should take from Public Health England (PHE), delivered
by the NHS Business Services Authority.

• Based on their advice, we must send home those people who have been in close contact with
the person who has tested positive, advising them to self-isolate immediately and for the next
10 full days counting from the day after contact with the individual who tested positive.
• We will advise those affected to follow guidance for households with possible or confirmed
coronavirus (COVID-19) infection. They should get a test, and if the test delivers a negative
result, must remain in isolation for the remainder of the 10-day isolation period. If the test
result is positive, they should inform us immediately, and should isolate from the day of onset
of their symptoms and at least the following 10 full days.
12 We will contain any outbreak by following PHE local health protection team advice



If we have a suspected outbreak we will call the dedicated advice service who will escalate the
issue to our local health protection team who will advise if any additional action is required.
We have strong home school partnership links and all want the best for our children, families
and community. In the vast majority of cases, parents and carers will be in agreement that a
pupil with symptoms should not attend the academy, given the potential risk to others. In the
event that a parent or carer is not in agreement, we will refuse admittance to protect our
children and staff from possible infection with coronavirus (COVID-19).

The effectiveness of planned measures will be monitored by senior and site staff.

